
The M-Core is a modular, extensible and lightweight security layer that gathers relevant data for the development of defense mechanisms. Similar to Metasploit, which 
significantly reduces the time to manufacture an exploit, the M-Core is being developed to reduce the design and development time for new detection and defense 
mechanisms for WSNs.. The M-Core allows for the monitoring of both internal and external threats simultaneously facilitating the execution of new or existing detection 
and defense techniques against different attacks in parallel.
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The M-Core services module 
advertises all the services 
provided by the sub-modules 
to the M-Core module, and 
the M-Core module allows the 
security modules to access 
those services.

To  implement  a  defense  mechanism  against  Sybil 
Attacks, our sybil module uses the rssivalue interface 
(service) provided  by  the  RSSI  sub-module of  the 
M-Core.
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M-Core: To Support Distributed Security Systems
● Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are deployed for 
monitoring in different domains (e.g., health care, military, 
critical infrastructure) and should be resilient to attacks.
● The problem with the traditional approach to defending 
sensor networks is that the solution for the Jamming 
attack does not defend against other attacks (e.g., Sybil 
and Selective Forwarding). 
● M-Core addresses the challenges with the traditional 
approach to securing sensor networks and presents a 
comprehensive framework that can defend against all 
known and forthcoming attacks. 
● M-Core has a built-in modular and flexible software 
architecture that provides an easy means to add, remove, 
and replace sub-modules. It is a lightweight monitoring and 
control layer invisible to upper layers.
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Using M-Core and MCL, we implemented detection and 
defense mechanisms against Jamming, Selective Forwarding, 
Sybil, and Internal attacks representing different layers of 
the communication stack simultaneously on sensors.

 THE M-CORE CONTROL LANGUAGE (MCL)
● Facilitates the use of the M-Core.
● Simplifies the development of new defense mechanisms. 
● Utilizes the M-Core sub-modules to activate, deactivate 
or create new defenses.
● Generates all programming components needed for the 
underlying sensor software architecture (e.g., 
configuration files, module files and wiring). 
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